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Abstract 

INTRODUCTION: Timely and effective early warning of new media events not only provides academic value to the study 

of new media events, but also can play a positive role in promoting the resolution of public opinion. 

OBJECTIVES: Aiming at the current research on early warning of new media events, there are problems such as the 

theoretical research is not in-depth and the early warning model is not comprehensive. 

METHOD: In this paper, K-means and seasonal optimization algorithm are used to construct new media event early 

warning method. Firstly, by analyzing the construction process of new media event early warning system, extracting text 

feature vector and carrying out text feature dimensionality reduction; then, combining with the random forest algorithm, 

the new media event early warning method based on intelligent optimization algorithm optimizing K-means clustering 

algorithm is proposed; finally, the validity and superiority of the proposed method is verified through the analysis of 

simulation experiments. 

RESULTS: The method developed in this paper improves the accuracy, time performance of new media event warning 

techniques. 

CONCLUSION:Addresses the lack of comprehensiveness of current approaches to early warning of new media events. 
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1  Introduction 

In recent years, with the continuous development of 

network communication technology, the awakening of 

netizens' consciousness and the gradual opening of the 

democratic system, a series of new media events have 

appeared with the New Media (The New Media) as the 

carrier, and the power of netizens from all walks of life is 

widely involved in and disseminated, which has caused a 

significant social impact [1]. At present, the world is 

entering an era of frequent new media events, and China is 

in the stage of socio-economic transformation, the 

continuous development of new media events can easily 

lead to mass incidents [2]. Mass events not only jeopardize 

the credibility and survival of enterprises, but also concern 

the development and stability of the country, causing 

obstacles to the positive and negative handling of mass 

events [3], therefore, timely and effective early warning of 

new media events has become a hot spot of research in the 

current academic community [4]. Timely and effective early 
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warning of new media events not only provides academic 

value to the study of new media events, but also can play a 

positive role in promoting the resolution of public opinion 

[5]. Therefore, the research on new media events based on 

network technology is extremely necessary [6]. 

Constructing an effective and timely early warning 

system for new media events requires not only analyzing 

the process of network public opinion and crisis 

communication, but also studying the method of 

constructing early warning for new media events [7]. 

Therefore, the study of new media events mainly includes 

the study of network public opinion and crisis 

communication and the study of new media event early 

warning [8]. The new media event early warning 

construction method is mainly studied from the aspects of 

semantic analysis and opinion mining of network 

information text [9]. Literature [10] achieved better research 

results in the construction of sentiment corpus and single-

grained viewpoint mining algorithm, which is of guiding 

significance to the construction of new media early warning 

model; Literature [11] analyzes the eight contents affecting 

network public opinion security for the network public 

opinion security monitoring and early warning of colleges 

and universities; Literature [12] analyzes eight contents 

affecting network public opinion security for the 

imperfection of public opinion early warning method in the 

establishment of network public opinion crisis early 

warning model In the establishment of network public 

opinion crisis early warning model, three sub-models of 

flexible public opinion mining, viewpoint evolution and 

network public opinion crisis early warning are established; 

Literature [13] utilizes the hierarchical analysis method, and 

constructs the early warning index system of network public 

opinion emergencies with three types of factors, namely, 

warning sources, warning signs and warning situations, by 

distributing questionnaires to the experts; Literature [14] 

starts from analyzing the current situation of network public 

opinion crisis early warning research findings, grasps the 

network public opinion early warning research and practice 

as a whole, and gives the corresponding strategies. and give 

the corresponding strategies. For the above literature 

analysis, the existing event early warning methods have the 

following defects [15]: 1) in-depth theoretical research, lack 

of methodological practice; 2) early warning methods are 

only analyzed from the perspective of text clustering, 

without forming the construction of the early warning 

system; 3) there are fewer algorithms for the new media 

early warning. 

Aiming at the problems existing in the current new 

media event early warning algorithm method, this paper 

proposes a new media event early warning system design 

method based on clustering algorithm and random forest 

algorithm. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) By 

analyzing the construction process of new media event early 

warning system, it focuses on describing the steps of pre-

processing new media event early warning information, 

partition mining, feature representation, dimensionality 

reduction, etc.; (2) By combining the K-means algorithm, 

seasonal heuristic optimization algorithm and Random 

Forest algorithm, it puts forward the methodology approach 

for new media event early warning methodology based on 

the combination of K-means and seasonal optimization 

algorithm; (3) The effectiveness of the proposed method in 

this paper is verified by experimental analysis. 

2  Analysis of the construction of new 
media event early warning system 

The complete flow of the early warning system is 

shown in Fig. 1, including information acquisition, 

preprocessing, text segmentation and mining, text clustering, 

and model evaluation, in which the timely acquisition of 

information and the correct selection of clustering 

algorithms are key [16]. 

 

Fig. 1 Early warning system construction 

(1) Early warning system information acquisition and 

pre-processing 

Information acquisition, as the first step of network 

public opinion detection and analysis, generally starts from 

the homepage of a website, extracts all information in the 

current webpage, including webpage content and hyperlink 

addresses, and then discovers new webpages through 

hyperlink addresses, and keeps cycling until all the 

information of the website is collected [17]. Through the 

literature survey, it is found that the webpage post click rate, 

reply rate, and reprint rate directly reflect the attention of 

the post content, therefore, when the click rate, reply rate, 

and reprint rate reaches a certain threshold, the post 

information is alerted by the warning system, so as to 

collect the information content in a timely manner. At the 

same time, the acquired information is preprocessed to 

propose the content of the information that is not related to 

public opinion analysis and extract all the content that is 

related to public opinion analysis [18]. 

(2) Text Segmentation and Mining 

Text segmentation is the basis for text analysis and 

processing, and is also a key step that affects the effect of 

late text processing. Text analysis includes Chinese 

lexicalization and English lexicalization. English participle 

only needs to delete the virtual word and the root of the 

word, as well as to consider the English word division too 

and the singular-plural change [19]; Chinese participle 

adopts the Chinese lexical analysis system, which can do 
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the industry dictionaries, user-defined dictionaries, 

multilevel lexical annotation, keyword extraction, 

fingerprint extraction, etc. [20]. 

Text mining of new media event information needs to 

represent text information as numerical values or symbol 

vectors. For Chinese features, text mining generally adopts 

words as feature items. In this paper, we adopt Vector space 

model (VSM) [21], which reduces the processing of text 

content to vector operations in vector space, and expresses 

the semantic similarity with the similarity of the vectors in 

the space.VSM represents each text as an orthogonally 

normalized vector composed of feature terms, and the 

model is as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 2 2 3 3, , , , , , , ,n nD T W T W T W T W= (1) 

iT iW iT ( )0,1 iW iT In Eq. (1), represents the value of 

the ith feature item; represents the vector weight of the 

feature item , which is generally in the range of , and the 

larger the value of , the more the feature item reflects the 

content of the text D. The vector weight of the feature item 

is the same as that of the feature item . 

iT The vector weight calculation of feature term is 

divided into clustering model weight calculation and 

classification weight calculation. The clustering model 

weight calculation adopts word frequency weighting 

method, and the specific calculation formula is as follows: 

 ( )1 2 3i i nW tf tf tf tf tf= + + + +  (2) 

itf iT In Eq. (2), denotes the number of times the 

feature item appears in the text. 

The classification sub-model weights are calculated 

using the TF-IDF weighting method with the following 

formulas: 

 ( ) ( )( )( )2log 1 2 log 1i i iW tf N n= +  − +  (3) 

N in iT In Eq. (3), is the total number of texts pushed 

by the website in the same time period, and is the number of 

texts containing the feature term . 

(3) Text feature dimensionality reduction 

Since the text representation is a vector space model, 

which makes the vector dimensions too much, thus severely 

limiting the computing speed of the whole system, the high 

dimensional vectors make the clustering overfitting. In 

order to reduce the overfitting of clustering and the blurring 

of results, this paper adopts the method of feature extraction 

to reduce the dimensionality of vector features with high 

dimensionality [22]. Analyzing the previous new media 

events, the situation that can reflect the whole event 

involves five types of words: location, person, relevant 

department, event, and ending, so the final vector space 

model dimension is five dimensions, as shown in equation 

(4): 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5, , , , , , , , ,D T W T W T W T W T W=

 (4) 

(4) Text Clustering 

The clustering model of the early warning system is 

the basis for carrying out the classification of new media 

events. The text clustering sub-model is to categorize 

previous new media events into a sample set, divide them 

into several clusters based on some strategy, where the 

severity of new media events in each cluster is comparable, 

and find the center of each cluster [23]. 

(5) Classification of events 

Classification of new media events is different from 

ordinary text classification or breaking news classification, 

the new media event information collected through the 

network is not a single text, but a collection of multiple 

texts, the traditional text classification is not applicable to 

the classification of new media events. According to the 

clustering results, it will be used as the class label of the 

sample, and then a classifier will be applied to classify it 

[24]. 

3  New media event clustering model 
based on K-means and SO algorithm 

3.1  K-means clustering algorithm 

The role of clustering algorithms is to categorize large 

and complex data of learning activities, learning styles, and 

learning states into one class of similar data according to the 

learning attributes, which lays the foundation for the next 

step of intelligent learning model training. It can be said 

that the accurate categorization of data directly affects the 

construction of the sample set, so it is crucial to find a high-

performance clustering algorithm. 

The K-means algorithm is the most popular divisive 

clustering algorithm, which performs well in dealing with 

big data classification [25]. The algorithm determines the 

clustering centers and the elements to which they belong by 

minimizing an objective function based on squared error. 

The aim is to keep the cluster centers as far away from each 

other as possible and associate each data point to the nearest 

cluster center. In the K-means algorithm, the Euclidean 

distance is commonly used as a similarity measure. Where a 

small distance indicates strong similarity while a large 

distance indicates low similarity. 

The objective function of the K-means algorithm is 

defined as equation (5): 
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K ic kx i k In equation (5), is the number of clusters, 

is the center of the cluster, and is the th data point in the th 

cluster. 

The exact procedure of the algorithm is as follows: 
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K K 1 1( , , , )KC c c c= Step 1: Determine the total 

number of classified categories and randomly select cluster 

category centers . 

Step 2: Compute the partition matrix. A data point 

belongs to the cluster whose center is closest to that data 

point. U Therefore, the clusters are represented by the 

binary division matrix . U The elements in it are 

determined as in equation (6): 
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1 ,

0

 −  −  
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j i j t
ij
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u

otherwise
 (6) 

iju j i In Eq. (6), indicates whether the th data point 

belongs to the th cluster class. 

Step 3: Update the cluster centers. ic Define each 

cluster class center that minimizes the objective function as 

being (7): 
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u
 (7) 

N In equation (7), denotes the number of samples. 

Step 4: Compute the objective function using equation 

(1). Verify that the function converges or that the difference 

between two neighboring values of the objective function is 

less than a given threshold and stop. Otherwise repeat step 2. 

3.2  Seasonal optimization algorithm 

Most parts of the world possess the phenomenon of 

four seasons of the year, which include spring, summer, fall, 

and winter. As the weather changes during the seasons, 

biological features, especially trees, adapt to the weather by 

changing their behavior. In spring, trees begin to flourish 

and grow, and seeds begin to germinate and grow; in 

summer, trees grow by competing with each other for light, 

water, nutrients, and other elements; in fall, seed dispersal 

becomes an important aspect of the development of tree 

populations, and through seed dispersal trees expand their 

growth areas and secure their survival space; and in winter, 

trees begin to hibernate, and gain their survivability by 

enduring winter freezes. Based on the inspiration of the 

survival cycle of trees in different seasons, this paper 

proposes a Seasons optimization algorithm (SO) [26].The 

SO algorithm is a swarm intelligent optimization algorithm, 

which takes the trees as the candidate solutions, and aims at 

finding the strongest trees by seeking the optimal ones. 

The SO algorithm has four operators which are 

recovery, competition, seeding, and resistance.The 

flowchart of the SO algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Seasonal optimization algorithm flow 

(1) Forest initialization 

( )f T Suppose is a D-dimensional optimization 

decision problem defined as equation (8): 

 
( ) ( )

 
1 2, , ,

,

=

 

D

i i i

f T f t t t

t l u
 (8) 

it il iu In Eq. (8), denotes the ith-dimensional variable 

of the problem, and and denote the lower and upper bounds 

of the ith dimension of the decision variable, respectively. 

( )f T F To solve the problem, the algorithm first 

randomly initializes the forest : 

  1 2, , ,= NF T T T  (9) 

  1 2, , ,=i i i iDT t t t  (10) 

 ( )= +  −ij ij ij ij ijt l u l  (11) 

ij  0,1 where denotes a uniformly distributed 

random number between . 

Define the strength of the tree as the value of the 

objective function, which is defined as equation (12): 

 ( ) ( )1 2, , ,= =i i i i iDS S T S t t t  (12) 

In equation (12), the strength of a tree can be thought 

of as the tree's ability to reproduce, survive, and store. The 
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stronger a tree is, the more water, nutrients, and sunlight it 

receives, the better its chances of survival and reproduction. 

(2) Recovery operator 

The recovery operator mainly simulates the spring 

behavior of trees, and the specific mathematical model is as 

follows: 

    1+ = +y yF F R  (13) 

yF R In Eq. (13), denotes the yth generation forest 

population and denotes the new seedling produced in the 

current generation: 

 ( )=   y

rR p A  (14) 

rp yA  In Eq. (14), denotes the recovery rate, is the 

number of seeds falling to the ground in the previous fall, 

and simulates the process of natural germination of seeds 

into seedlings. The process of seeds turning into seedling is 

affected by the number of iterations, and as the number of 

iterations increases, the recovery rate of seeds increases, 

and the probability of local search increases, which 

enhances the exploration ability of the algorithm, so that the 

forest population avoids falling into the local optimum, and 

tries to make up for the freezing of the weak seeds in winter. 

rp Recovery rate varies with the number of iterations in the 

following formula: 

 ( )max max min= − −r

y
p p p p

Y
 (15) 

maxp minp y Y In Eq. (15), and denote the maximum 

and minimum recovery rates, respectively, and and denote 

the current and maximum number of iterations, respectively. 

(3) Competition operator 

The competition operator mainly simulates the forest 

population behavior in summer. cN To simulate the 

competitive operation, the tree populations were arranged in 

decreasing order according to the definition of robustness, 

and the first trees were selected as the core trees: 

 =   c cN p N  (16) 

 1 2, , , = cT T T iT

( ) ( )1+−   −
ci i i NS S S S where the core tree 

inventory set is and satisfies . 

Neighboring trees are defined below: 

 = i i gZ N  (17) 

 = −g cN N N  (18) 

iZ iT
gN  i iT where each neighboring tree belongs to 

the core tree, denotes the number of neighboring trees of the 

core tree , denotes the number of neighboring trees, and 

denotes the normalized robustness value of the core tree : 

 
( )

 
1

min
, 1,2, ,

=

−
= = =


i

i kN

kk

S I
I S k N

S
 (19) 

iZ iT Neighborhood trees were randomly selected from 

the set of neighboring trees of the core tree . In each 

neighborhood, the mathematical model of the competitive 

impact of the core tree is as follows: 

 ( )1 1

1
+ = 

 +

y y

j j

j

T T  (20) 

 ( ) = +y y

j jT T  (21) 

 
2

1

−

=

 =  
iZ

j k jk jk

k

S  (22) 

1+y

jT jT ( )  jT   j Where, denotes the location 

information of the tree in the y+1th generation, denotes the 

function of the growth of the tree without the influence of 

the neighboring trees, is the number of uniform 

distributions, and is calculated based on the number of 

neighboring trees, distance, and robustness value.  jk jT

denotes the distance between the core tree and the kth 

neighboring tree, and the calculation model is as follows: 

 ( )
2

1=

 = −
D

jk jz kz

z

T T  (23) 

 jk denotes the impact value of the core tree with 

the kth neighboring tree, defined as follows: 

 
( )1

1




 
= 

−

k j

jk

if S S

else
 (24) 

  0,1 In Eq. (24), denotes a random misfit factor 

with a value ranging from , which represents a smaller 

degree of discounting of neighboring tree impacts. 

For better access to core tree positions, the competing 

operator uses a winner-take-all strategy: 

 
( ) ( )( )* *

1+
 

= 


y

iy

i
y

i

T if S T S T
T

T else
 (25) 

*T iT In its equation (25), denotes the optimal 

neighboring trees around the core tree . From the above 

iT

jT
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operator model, it can be seen that the competition operator 

strong trees and weak trees have the opportunity to improve 

the survival robustness. 

(4) Seeding operator 

The seeding operator mainly simulates the fall 

behavior of trees.  1 2, , , = AT T T To simulate the 

seeding operator model, a list of seeds is formed from a 

random selection of tree populations , and the seed 

simulation is calculated as follows: 

 ( )= sA p N  (26) 

sp ( )  sp N where is the seeding rate, whose 

value is a random number, and is a selection function that 

selects the strongest trees from the forest population. A In 

order to stop the forest population size from increasing 

indefinitely, it is assumed that only one seed is selected per 

tree per fall, so that the number of seeds per generation is 

constant equal to . 

iT For the individual in the seed list , the relevant 

dimension variables are randomly selected to be exchanged 

with the new location dimension variables, and the new 

location of the dimension variables is computed in the 

following model: 

  = + j jt t r  (27) 

r ,  j jl u  1, 1− Where is the random number in 

and is the binary quantity in . 

(5) Resistance operator 

The resistance operator focuses on modeling the winter 

impact behavior of trees. This operator mainly removes 

weak trees from the forest: 

    1+ = −y yF F W  (28) 

W Where denotes weak trees, the specific selection 

function is calculated as follows: 

 ( )= wW p N  (29) 

 1 = −wp  (30) 

wp ( )    )1,0− Where denotes the tree 

resistance rate, is the weak tree selection function, and 

denotes the critical temperature value in the range of . 

( )1− − sp In order to keep the forest population size 

constant, is usually set to . 

The SO algorithm pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 3.

 

Fig. 3 SO algorithm pseudo-code

3.3  New media clustering model based on 
SO algorithm optimized K-means 

In order to increase the accuracy of the K-means 

clustering method, this paper uses the SO algorithm in K-

means combined with the new media event clustering 

analysis, specifically refers to the use of the SO algorithm 

to find a set of optimal clustering centers to make the text in 

all categories of all text to change the minimum distance to 

the clustering center. K-means-SO algorithm decision 

variable for the clustering center, the sum of the intraclass 

distance between the text documents as the SO algorithm's 

fitness assessment function, as follows: 

 ( )
2

1

,
j j

K

i j

j s c

J d s c
=  

=   (31) 

( ),i jd s c Where, is the text similarity, which is 

calculated as follows: 
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 ( ) ( ), 1 cos , 1
i j

i j i j

i i

s c
d s c s c

s c


= − = −


 (32) 

In Eq. (32), the higher the text similarity, the value of 

cosine similarity is 1 and the value of distance between two 

documents is 0. The lower the text similarity, the value of 

cosine similarity is 0 and the value of distance between two 

documents is 1. 

The steps of the new media event clustering model by 

combining the SOS algorithm with the K-mean clustering 

algorithm are as follows, Figure 4: 

Step 1: Acquire the dataset. After the text D has been 

segmented and dimensionality reduced, the text data is 

converted to numerical data, which is used as the original 

dataset S for the text clustering algorithm; 

Step 2: Initialize the population.  1 2, , , NF T T T=

Initialize the number of clustering categories K and 

randomly initialize the forest population according to 

different dimensions to obtain the forest population ; 

Step 3: Calculate fitness values. ( ),i jd s X Calculate 

the cosine similarity of each data object in the numerical 

new dataset S hitting the K clustering centers represented 

by each tree individual of the initial forest population, and 

then calculate the textual similarity , assign the data object 

to the closest class cluster, direct all the data to be assigned, 

and finally calculate the sum of intraclass distances of all 

the data objects in the class clusters of the individual trees 

of each tree individual, i.e., the value of the fitness function; 

Step 4: Position update. Perform recovery, competition, 

seeding, and resistance operators according to the SO 

algorithm optimization strategy; 

Step 5: Determine whether the K-means-SO text 

clustering algorithm reaches the maximum number of 

iterations or satisfies the convergence condition, if yes, 

output the optimal clustering center; otherwise, loop iterate 

step 3 to step 5; 

Step 6: Output the text clustering results and assign the 

corresponding text document data to the corresponding 

categories according to the final clustering results.

 
Fig. 4 Flowchart of new media clustering method based on SO algorithm optimized K-means

4  Random Forest Algorithm Based 
Classification Model for New Media 
Events 

4.1  Random Forest Algorithm 

Random Forest (RF) algorithm is an integrated 

learning algorithm based on decision trees, and its 

algorithmic principle is based on the Bagging integration 

algorithm and the random subspace method [27].The RF 

algorithm utilizes the samples to be classified, trains to 

produce a decision tree and determines the predicted 

classification results from all the results of all the decision 

trees by aggregating the results by voting, and the specific 

steps are as follows in Fig. 5: 

Step 1: Randomly draw samples, construct different 

sub-datasets, and train decision trees; 

Step 2: Randomly select m attributes and use the 

information gain strategy to select the optimal attributes for 

decision tree node splitting and train to form a decision tree; 

Step 3: Build different decision trees according to steps 

1~2 and integrate to construct a random forest model. 
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Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of random forest 

4.2  Categories of new media events 

Through clustering it can be analyzed that new media 

events are classified into different types of new media 

events based on different class clusters. The new media 

events of different class clusters train the classifier to 

distinguish which type of new media events the new new 

media events belong to. In order to deal with new media 

events correctly, new media events can be divided into new 

media events that are favorable to the development and 

stability of society, new media events that belong to the 

general netizens' self-indulgence, events that have a certain 

negative impact on the development and stability of society, 

and events that seriously affect the development and 

stability of society according to the degree of impact [28], 

which are classified in the following Figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of new media event 
categorization 

4.3  New media event classification model 
based on RF algorithm 

According to the RF algorithm and the new media 

event classification type, the flowchart of the new media 

event classification model based on the RF algorithm is 

shown in Fig. 7, and the specific steps are as follows: 

Step 1: According to the clustering can be analyzed to 

get the dataset with four different class clusters and labeled 

with new media event categories; 

Step 2: Randomly draw a sample set to train the 

decision tree; 

Step 3: Randomly select m attributes and train to form 

a decision tree by node splitting; 

Step 4: Integrate the construction of a random forest 

model; 

Step 5: Test the new media event classification model 

based on RF algorithm using test dataset. 

 

Fig. 7 Flowchart of new media event classification 
model based on RF algorithm 

5  Flow of new media event early warning 
method based on K-means-SO+RF model 

In order to improve the accuracy of new media event 

warning, combining K-means with SO algorithm and RF 

algorithm, this paper proposes a new media event warning 

method based on K-means-SO+RF model, the specific flow 

chart is shown in Fig. 8, and the specific steps are as 

follows: 

Step 1: Collect data. Capture textual information about 

the event from the web and count the characters; 

Step 2: Pre-processing of text information. Combine 

all the contents of the message into a string, removing all 

useless characters; 
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Step 3: The characters are disambiguated using a 

disambiguation system, and after feature dimensionality 

reduction, the key features are obtained; 

Step 4: Calculate the weight of each feature term and 

analyze the feature term semantic term strength; 

Step 5: Set the number of clusters K=4 and utilize the 

K-means-SO algorithm for cluster analysis of the text 

dataset; 

Step 6: According to the clustering results, analyze the 

clustered class clusters, label the labels, and construct the 

new media event classification model based on RF 

algorithm; 

Step 7: Evaluate the new media event alerting 

methodology using the test set. 

 

Fig. 8 Flowchart of new media event warning method 
based on K-means-SO+RF algorithm 

6  Experiment and Result Analysis 

6.1  Experimental environment setup 

In order to verify the advantages and disadvantages of 

the new media event early warning methods proposed in 

this paper, five early warning algorithms are selected for 

comparison, and the specific parameters of each algorithm 

are set as in Table 1.The experimental simulation 

environment is Windows 10, with a CPU of 2.80GHz, 8GB 

of RAM, and a programming language of Matlab2023a.The 

data used in this paper are from the Internet Haimen Event 

Crawl data. 

Table 1 Parameter settings for new media event warning methods 

arithmetic parameterization 

K-means+SVM Number of clusters K=4; C=10, ε=0.05 

K-means+BP 
The number of clusters K=4; the hidden layer nodes are 50, and the activation function is radial basis 

function; 

K-means+RF Number of clusters K=4; N_tree=500, m_try=floor(80.5) 

K-means-

SO+SVM 

Number of clusters K = 4; SO algorithm population is 50, number of iterations is 500; C = 10, ε = 0.05 

K-means-

SO+BP 

The number of clusters K=4; the population of SO algorithm is 50, the number of iterations is 500; the 

number of hidden layer nodes is 50, the activation function is radial basis function 

K-means-

SO+RF 

Number of clusters K=4; SO algorithm population is 50, number of iterations is 500; N_tree=500, 

m_try=floor(80.5) 

6.2  Description of experimental results 

Following the methodology flow, the following 

experimental results are given in this section in turn: 

(1) Organize the text information about the Haimen 

Incident pushed by the background of the network, which is 

counted as 2012 characters, including 1,852 Chinese 

characters. 

(2) Text information preprocessing, remove all the 

useless characters, the remaining characters 1842, Chinese 

characters for 1761, specific as shown in Figure 9.



 
This is the title 
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Fig. 9  File information after event preprocessing
(3) For the collected new media event text, after the 

word separation with the word separation ICTCLAS2011 

system, the vectorized text feature items are subjected to 

feature dimensionality reduction, and the words with the 

highest frequency counts after the dimensionality reduction 

are: T1 mass (13 times), T2 demonstration (11 times), T3 

blockage (5 times), T4 protest (5 times), and T5 

contamination (4 times), and the specific results of the word 

separation are shown in Fig. 10. 

1 13 38W = 2 11 38W = 3 5 38W = 4 5 38W =

5 4 38W = (4) Calculate the weight of each feature item, 

and the calculation results are shown in Fig. 11, , , , , . 

 
Fig. 10 Results of weight calculation 

(5) Setting the number of clustering class clusters 4, 

the new media event feature vector is clustered and 

analyzed, and the clustering results are shown in Figure 11. 

Using the clustering results, the data are labeled, with 

cluster 1 indicating events that seriously affect the 

development and stability of society, cluster 2 indicating 

events that have a certain negative impact on the 

development and stability of society, cluster 3 indicating 

events belonging to the general netizens' self-indulgence, 

and cluster 4 indicating events that are beneficial to the 

development and stability of society. 

 
Fig. 11 Clustering results 
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(6) The clustering results are composed into a 

classification model dataset, which is fed into the training 

RF classifier to obtain the new media event classification 

model. From the analysis of the above results, it can be seen 

that the Haimen incident belongs to the third category of 

new media events, which is a group event triggered by the 

normal demands of the masses, and there is a tendency to 

evolve to the fourth category of new media events. 

6.3  Experimental Performance Analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness and superiority of 

the new media event early warning method based on K-

means-SO+RF algorithm, the new media event early 

warning method based on K-means-SO+RF algorithm is 

compared with K-means+SVM, K-means+BP, K-

means+RF, K-means-SO+SVM, and K-means-SO+ BP 

algorithms are compared and the performance results of 

each model are shown in Figures 12, 13. 

The accuracy of new media event warning methods 

based on each algorithm is given in Figure 12 respectively. 

From Fig. 12, it can be seen that the mean value of the 

accuracy of each algorithm increases with the increase of 

the number of samples; the accuracy of the new media 

event warning method based on the K-means-SO+RF 

algorithm is the largest and the standard deviation is the 

smallest for different number of samples; the new media 

event warning method based on the K-means-SO+RF 

algorithm is compared with the K-means-SO+SVM, K- 

means-SO+BP algorithm, which shows that the RF 

classification model is better than SVM and BP model and 

has better robustness; the new media event warning method 

based on K-means-SO+RF algorithm is compared with K-

means+RF, which shows that SO algorithm improves the 

effect of K-means clustering. In summary, IK-means-User-

R-2 algorithm has better accuracy and better stability than 

other algorithms. 

 
Fig. 12 Comparison results of the accuracy of new 

media event warning methods based on each 
algorithm 

Figure 13 gives the results of time comparison of new media 

event warning methods based on each algorithm. From Fig. 

13, it can be seen that the new media event warning time 

based on K-means-SO+RF algorithm is the least; the time 

of new media event warning method based on K-means-

SO+RF algorithm is the smallest with the smallest standard 

deviation for different number of samples; the time of K-

means-SO+SVM, K-means-SO+BP, K-means SO+RF 

warning time is more than K-means+SVM, K-means+BP, 

and K-means+RF, respectively, indicating that the 

optimization process of SO algorithm increases the time 

overhead. Although the K-means-SO+RF algorithm 

warning time is not the best, it satisfies real-time. 

 

Fig. 13 Results of time comparison of new media event 
warning methods based on each algorithm 

7  Conclusion 

Aiming at the problems of incomplete research and 

inconspicuous model effect of new media event early 

warning method, this paper proposes a new media event 

early warning method combining base group intelligent 

optimization algorithm, K-means clustering algorithm, and 

random forest algorithm. The method constructs a new 

media event warning model based on the combination of 

clustering model and classification model by analyzing the 

construction process of the new media event warning 

system, extracting the feature items and processing them in 

dimensionality reduction, improving the K-means clustering 

algorithm by using seasonal optimization algorithm, and 

combining with the random forest algorithm. Using the 

Haimen event crawler dataset and retrograde simulation 

experiments, the following conclusions are drawn: 

(1) The proposed method is better than other 

algorithms by comparing K-means-SO+RF with other 

algorithms warning accuracy; 

(2) By comparing the accuracy of K-means-SO+RF 

with K-means-SO+SVM and K-means-SO+BP algorithms, 

the accuracy can be improved by using random forest; 

(3) By comparing the accuracy of K-means-SO+RF 

and K-means+RF algorithms, the seasonal optimization 

algorithm optimizing K-means can improve the accuracy of 

warning classification; 

(4) The recommendation time of K-means-SO+RF 

algorithm is 0.83, 1.52, and 2.17s under the conditions of 50, 

100, and 200 samples, respectively. 
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There are deficiencies in the public opinion semantic 

analysis technology in the method proposed in this paper, 

which is analyzed by simple questionnaire categorization, 

making the survey sample not comprehensive enough and 

lacking the semantic value to be given to the science. In the 

future work, the intelligentization of public opinion 

semantic analysis technology will be considered to make 

the effect of the early warning system effectively improved. 
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